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Andrej Grimma and Holger Stark*b
Received 1st October 2010, Accepted 6th December 2010
DOI: 10.1039/c0sm01085eWe investigate how hydrodynamic interactions between Brownian particles influence the performance
of a fluctuating ratchet. For this purpose, we perform Brownian dynamics simulations of particles that
move in a toroidal trap under the influence of a sawtooth potential which fluctuates between two states
(on and off). Hydrodynamic interactions are included in the Rotne-Prager approximation. We first
consider spatially constant transition rates between the two ratchet states and observe that
hydrodynamic interactions significantly increase the mean velocity of the particles but only when they
are allowed to change their ratchet states individually. If in addition the transition rate to the off state is
localized at the minimum of the ratchet potential, particles form characteristic transient clusters that
travel with remarkably high velocities. The clusters form since drifting particles have the ability to push
but also pull neighboring particles due to hydrodynamic interactions.1. Introduction
Hydrodynamic interactions are ubiquitous in colloidal systems,
as particles moving in a viscous fluid induce a flow field that
effects other particles in their motion.1–3 Early experimental and
theoretical studies mostly investigated macroscopic rheological
or transport properties of colloidal suspensions, where hydro-
dynamic interactions only appear in ensemble averages over the
complete configuration space.4,5 Recent advances in experi-
mental techniques such as video microscopy and optical twee-
zers6 have made it possible to monitor and manipulate single
particles. This also includes various realizations of a Brownian
ratchet.7–11 In this article we study how hydrodynamic interac-
tions between several colloidal particles influence the perfor-
mance of a fluctuating Brownian ratchet.12–14
In order to systematically investigate the role of hydrodynamic
coupling, studies were performed on the diffusion of an isolated
pair of particles or the correlated thermal fluctuations of two
colloidal beads held at a fixed distance by an optical tweezer.15–18
Several interesting collective phenomena were identified that
originate from the long-range nature of hydrodynamic interac-
tions. For instance, they give rise to periodic or almost periodic
motions or even transient chaotic dynamics in sedimenting
clusters of a few spherical particles.19–21 Hydrodynamic interac-
tions also lead to pattern formation through self-assembly of
rotating colloidal motors or in arrays of microfluidic rotors.22–24
Synchronization induced by hydrodynamic interactions is
particularly important in microbiology. Metachronal wavesaNational University of Singapore, Department of Physics, 2 Science Drive
3, 117542, Singapore
bInstitut f€ur Theoretische Physik, Technische Universit€at Berlin,
Hardenbergstrasse 36, D-10623 Berlin, Germany. E-mail: holger.stark@
tu-berlin.de
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011occur in arrays of short filaments that cover, for example,
a paramecium. In order to shed light on the origin of these waves,
synchronization in model systems consisting of a few particles
was studied.25–29 Rotating helices such as bacterial flagella but
also Eukaryotic flagella synchronize through hydrodynamic
interactions,30–32 and even microscopic swimmers are hydrody-
namically coupled.33–35
The theoretical study presented in this article is based on
a toroidal trap set-up that has proven to be useful for investi-
gating in detail hydrodynamic interactions among a limited
number of particles.36,37 The toroidal trap is realized by means of
a circling optical-tweezer focus that forces particles to move
along a circle. For a cluster of particles, each driven by a constant
force, theory has demonstrated highly non-linear drafting
behavior36 which was then observed in experiments.37 Modu-
lating the laser intensity during one cycle, one can apply addi-
tional tangential driving forces to the particles so that a tilted
sawtooth potential results. Here, hydrodynamic interactions help
the particles to leave the local minima of the potential and
thereby create caterpillar-like motion patterns. As a result, the
particle cluster moves with a significantly increased mean
velocity compared to a single particle in the same potential.37
How hydrodynamic interactions influence the performance of
ratchet systems has so far been investigated in two numerical
studies. In the first study, hydrodynamic coupling was included
in the asymmetric simple exclusion process (ASEP) as a model
for the dynamics of Brownian motors.38 In the second study,
hydrodynamic interactions were taken into account in Brownian
dynamics simulations of a harmonically coupled dimer in
a ratchet potential.39 Both studies reported increased mean
velocities of the Brownian motors and dimers, respectively, due
to hydrodynamic coupling. However, the mechanism causing the
enhanced velocities has not been studied in detail.Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 3219–3227 | 3219
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View Article OnlineIn this article, we investigate how pure hydrodynamic
coupling influences the collective dynamics of colloidal particles
in a fluctuating ratchet potential within a toroidal trap. We use
the Rotne-Prager approximation to include hydrodynamic
interactions into our Brownian dynamics simulations. Of
particular interest is the rate with which the ratchet potential is
switched off. We begin with a spatially constant rate along the
toroidal trap and demonstrate that hydrodynamic interactions
increase the mean particle velocity only when colloids are able
to change their ratchet states individually. We then allow for
transition rates localized around the potential minima and show
how hydrodynamic interactions induce the formation of long-
lived transient clusters that travel along the toroidal trap with
velocities an order of magnitude larger than a single particle.
The ability of particles to pull their neighbors due to hydro-
dynamic interactions is essential for the observed cluster
formation.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
the toroidal trap as our model system and the applied ratchet
potential. Then hydrodynamic interactions and their imple-
mentation within the Langevin equation are explained. The
section ends with details of the Brownian dynamics simulations
and of our observables, the mean particle velocity and the
velocity auto-correlation function. Section 3.1 summarizes the
results for the single-particle system as it serves as a reference for
the multi-particle systems treated thereafter. In Section 3.2, we
first discuss how hydrodynamic interactions influence the
performance of the ratchet when the transition rates between the
ratchet states do not depend on the particle positions. Two
operational modes are studied: in the first mode, all particles
change their ratchet state simultaneously while in the second
mode they change it individually. Finally, in Section 3.3 we
introduce localized transition rates and demonstrate how
hydrodynamic interactions induce the formation of transient
clusters. The article ends with concluding remarks.2. Model and numerical implementation
We choose a toroidal trap as a model system since such a system
has already been used for related numerical studies of hydrody-
namic phenomena in colloidal systems and has been realized
experimentally.36,37Fig. 1 (a) Toroidal trap with N ¼ 30 particles and radius R ¼ 20s. A
ratchet potential with Nmin ¼ 20 minima and asymmetry parameter
a ¼ 0.1 is schematically shown. (b) The two states of the ratchet potential
Vrat: the off-state with zero potential and the on-state with a sawtooth
potential characterized by the angular period Lf, the potential amplitude
V^ rat, and the asymmetry parameter a. The stochastic transition between
both states is governed by the transition rates uon and uoff.2.1. Toroidal trap
The toroidal trap contains N spherical particles with radius s.
Their positions are specified by cylindrical coordinates (r,f,z)
and r is the positional vector. A harmonic trap potential Vtrap of
the form
Vtrap ¼ A
2
h
ðr RÞ2þz2
i
(1)
keeps the particles on a circle with radius R. In the following, we
chose A such that the particles are not able to change their
sequential order.
The interaction between the particles is modeled with a soft
repulsive potential Vrep of the form3220 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 3219–3227Vrep ¼ B
rij
2s
12
1
1
: (2)
Here, rij ¼ |rirj| is the center-center distance between particles
i and j. In the following, we chose B such that the minimal
distance during the simulations is approximately 3s.2.2. Ratchet potential and transition rates
A sawtooth-type ratchet potential Vrat(f) is imposed in tangen-
tial direction. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the ratchet potential is
characterized by the angular period Lf, the asymmetry param-
eter a, and the amplitude V^ rat through
VratðfÞ ¼ V^ rat
f
aLf
1 f aLfð1 aÞLf
for 0\aLf;
for aLf\Lf
8>><
>>:
(3)
and periodicity is taken into account by Vrat(f) ¼ Vrat(f + Lf).
The number of potential minima Nmin determines the angular
period Lf ¼ 2p/Nmin and the asymmetry parameter a is defined
as the ratio between the angular width of the short side of
the sawtooth and the angular period Lf. Finally, for a given
trap radius R, the spatial period of the sawtooth potential is
L¼RLf ¼ 2pR/Nmin.
In literature, several models for the time-dependence of the
ratchet potential are known.40 In this article, we use a fluctuatingThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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View Article Onlineratchet potential. In such a ratchet, the potential changes
stochastically between two states: the on-state, in which the
particle feels a force according to the ratchet potential Vrat, and
the off-state, in which the particle diffuses freely along the trap.
The transition between both states is governed by the rates uon
and uoff. We investigate two different scenarios for the stochastic
transitions. In the first scenario, the ratchet state changes
simultaneously for all particles and they are always in the same
state. In the second scenario, each particle changes its state
individually. As a consequence, particles in different states
coexist in the trap. We further introduce the position-dependent
transition rate u^off(f) such that the rate is increased to uoffb in
a narrow interval around each minimum, while it is decreased to
uoff/b anywhere else along the circle. The interval has the width
of 1 deg and is centered around each minimum. This position
dependence localizes the transitions from the on to the off-state
in the vicinity of the potential minima. The parameter b>1
defines the strength of this localization. For b ¼ 1, the transition
rate does not depend on the particle position.
For all simulations, we set the potential amplitude to
V^ rat/kBT ¼ 100 where kBT is the thermal energy. As a conse-
quence, the induced drift by the ratchet potential dominates the
motion of particles in the on-state.
2.3. Hydrodynamic interactions
Colloidal particles are immersed in a fluid. As a consequence,
forces acting on particles also influence all the other particles
through induced flow fields. Due to the linearity of the Stokes
equations, the translational velocities _ri depend linearly on the
external forces fj acting on all particles. The velocity of particle i
can be written as
rc i ¼
XN
j¼1
mijðr1;.; rNÞf j : (4)
The hydrodynamic coupling of the translating particles is
described by 3 3mobility tensorsmij. In general, these tensors are
functions of the complete spatial configuration of all particles.3 In
this article, we neglect the rotational motion of the particles.
In our quasi-one-dimensional system, hydrodynamic interac-
tion mainly has the following effects. Consider three particles in
the toroidal trap, with the particle in the middle being driven by
an external force along the channel. The two adjacent particles
only feel the trap potential. Whereas the particle in the middle
pushes the preceding particle forward by its drift motion, due to
hydrodynamic interaction it can also pull the succeeding particle
forward for a certain time.
2.4. Langevin equation
The total external force on particle i is given by the sum of the
trap force, the repulsive forces, and the ratchet force which we
derive from the potentials defined in eqn (1)–(3):
f i ¼ f trap;i þ f rat;i þ
X
j
f rep;ij : (5)
In the following, we combine the individual forces fi and
positions ri of the particles to the 3N-dimensional vectors f ¼
(f1,.,fN) and r ¼ (r1,.,rN), respectively. Then, the particleThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011trajectories of the N particle system are governed by the Lan-
gevin equation
Z(r)_r ¼ f(r,t) + ~f(t). (6)
The stochastic force ~f(t) is unbiased h~f(t)i ¼ 0 and its auto-
correlation function obeys the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
h~f(t)5 ~f(t0)i ¼ 2kBTZ(r)d(t  t0), (7)
where5 means tensorial product. The 3N  3N friction matrix
Z is related to the mobility matrixM and the diffusion matrix D,
respectively, by the generalized Einstein relation
Z1 ¼ M ¼ D/(kBT). (8)
The mobility matrix consists of the mobility tensors defined in
eqn (4) as follows
M ¼
m11 / m1N
« «
mN1 / mNN
2
664
3
775 (9)
Approximative expressions for the mobility tensors are given in
the following section.2.5. Simulation method
In order to numerically integrate the Langevin equation, we use
the algorithm of Ermak and McCammon.42 The change of the
particle positions after one simulation step during time interval
dt is given by
dr¼Mfdt + Ad~r, (10)
where the Wiener increment d~r is defined by
hd~ri ¼ 0 and hd~r 5 d~ri ¼ 1dt. (11)
The 3N  3N amplitude matrix A obeys the equation
AAT ¼ 2D. (12)
During the simulation A is determined by a Cholesky
decomposition ofD which is definitely positive. In this article, we
use the Rotne-Prager approximation in order to calculate the
mobility matrix M in eqn (9) for a configuration of spherical
particles. The mobility tensors are given as
mii ¼ m1
mij ¼ m

3
4
s
rij

1þ r^ij5r^ij
þ 1
2

s
rij
	3
1 3r^ij5r^ij

;

(13)
where r^ij is the normalized distance vector between particle i and
j.3 The self mobility m ¼ 1/(6phs) of a spherical particle is related
to the Stokes friction coefficient, where h is the viscosity of the
fluid. The complete list of parameters for the performed simu-
lations is given in Table 1.
In order to analyze the particle dynamics, we calculate the
mean velocity and the velocity auto-correlation function from
the simulated particle trajectories. Based on the angular positionsSoft Matter, 2011, 7, 3219–3227 | 3221
Table 1 List of simulation parameters and the corresponding time and
velocity scales (diffusion time given for a ¼ 0.1)
Particle radius s 0.5 mm
Trap radius R 10 mm
Trap coefficient A 5107 Nm1
Repulsion coefficient B 7.51019 Nm
Temperature T 300 K
Viscosity h 103 Pas
Potential amplitude V^ rat 4.11019 Nm
Number of minima Nmin 20
Simulation time step dt <6.6104 s
Drift velocity vdrift 15.5 mms
1
Drift time tdrift 0.18 s
Diffusion time tdiff 0.22 s
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View Article Onlineof the particles at the beginning [fi(0)] and the end [fi(T)] of the
simulation, the mean velocity is given by
hvi ¼ R
N
XN
i¼1
fiðTÞ  fið0Þ
T
: (14)
Here, fi(t) is a continuous angular trajectory. It grows beyond
the angle 2p, so it is not reset each time the particle passes f ¼ 0.
For all simulations in this article the simulation time T was
chosen such that at least 104 individual ratchet cycles occurred.
The velocity auto-correlation function is defined as
cðsÞ ¼ 1
N
XN
i¼1
hDviðtÞDviðtþ sÞiﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃD
DviðtÞ2
ED
Dviðtþ sÞ2
Er (15)
with
Dvi(t) ¼ vi(t)hvi. (16)
All simulations have been done on a cluster of recent 64-bit
Intel Xeon processors.3. Results and discussion
For a brief review of the ratchet effect we first discuss the single
particle system. It also serves as a reference for the multi-particle
systems which we discuss for spatially constant and localized
transition rates in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.3.1. Ratchet dynamics of a single particle
In Brownian ratchets the interplay between deterministic drift
caused by the asymmetric potential and unbiased diffusion leads
to a rectification of Brownian motion. We consider a particle that
has just changed to the off-state and assume a ratchet potential
with asymmetry parameter a < 1/2.
In the off-state, the particle diffuses freely along the trap. We
now derive the probability density function for the particle to be
at a certain position when it changes back to the on-state. First,
the probability density function for the particle to change to the
on-state after time t has elapsed is given by
pon(t) ¼ uonexp(uont). (17)
Hence, the average time the particle spends in the off-state is3222 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 3219–3227htioff¼
ðN
0
ponðtÞtdt ¼ 1=uon: (18)
Second, the probability density function to find the particle
displaced by Df from its initial position f0 after time t has
elapsed is given by a Gaussian distribution
DðDf; tÞ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4pDft
p exp
 
 ðDfÞ
2
4Dft
!
; (19)
where Df ¼ D/R2 is the diffusion constant for angular diffusion
along the circular trap. Eventually, the probability density to find
the particle displaced by Df from its initial position f0 when it
returns to the on-state is given by
PðDfÞ ¼
ðN
0
ponðtÞDðDf; tÞdt
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
uon
4Df
r
exp


ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
uon
Df
r
jDfj
	
:
(20)
This function is symmetric and gives zero mean displacement
as expected from free diffusion. However, due to the asymmetry
of the ratchet potential and a mean bias of the initial position f0
towards a local mimimum, the fraction of PðDfÞ reaching into
a neighboring spatial period is larger in clockwise direction. As
a consequence, the particle will on average travel clockwise along
the trap in absence of any net force in this direction. The resulting
mean velocity hvi defined in eqn (14) is the main measure in this
article. As a reference velocity, we introduce the velocity
vdrift ¼ mV^ rat/[(1  a)L] of a single particle solely driven by the
force V^ rat/[(1  a)L] that is exerted by the longer slope of the
ratchet potential. Further we rescale the transition rate uon by
the inverse of the time tdiff¼ (aL)2/D a particle needs to diffuse an
average distance aL/2. The transition rate uoff rate is referred to
the inverse of the drift time tdrift¼ (1 a)L/vdrift a particle spends
on the longer slope of the ratchet potential. The numeric values
of tdrift, vdrift and tdiff are given in Table 1.
Fig. 2 (a) depicts simulation results for the rescaled mean
velocity hvi/vdrift as a function of uontdiff for several values of the
asymmetry parameter a. As known from literature, more asym-
metric ratchet potentials, i.e., those with smaller values of a, lead
to larger mean velocities.40,41 The maximummean velocity occurs
for a transition rate uonz tdiff that gives the particle a significant
chance to reach the next spatial period by diffusion and keeps the
duration of the off-state short.
Fig. 2 (b) shows the simulation results for the rescaled mean
velocity v/vdrift as a function of uofftdrift for several values of the
localization parameter b. For a spatially constant transition rate
(b ¼ 1), the mean velocity has a maximum value for uofftdrift z
10. This means that for maximizing the mean velocity, it is rather
beneficial to change to the off-state before reaching the minimum
of the potential than being trapped at the minimum. For local-
ized transition rates with b > 1, the mean velocities significantly
increase and the maximum velocity occurs for a wider range of
values uoff. For b ¼ 100, the maximum velocity reaches its
maximum value. For very large values of b this value is reached
virtually independent of uoff. The mean velocity increases since
the performance of the ratchet is optimized by the localized
transition rate u^off(f). On the one hand, the localization reduces
the probability for a particle to change to the off-state before itThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
Fig. 2 Rescaled mean velocity hvi/vdrift of a single particle, (a) as
a function of uontdiff for a¼ 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 with uofftdrift¼ 3.6 and b¼ 1.
(b) as a function of uofftdrift for b¼ 1, 10, 100 and 1000 with uontdiff¼ 4.5
and a ¼ 0.1.
Fig. 3 Rescaled mean velocity hvi/vdrift as a function of uontdiff when
particles change their ratchet states simultaneously. Simulation results
for different particle numbersN¼ 1 (solid line),N¼ 10 (,),N¼ 20 (B),
N ¼ 30 (O), and N ¼ 40 (P) are plotted. Parameters are uofftdrift ¼ 3.6,
a ¼ 0.1, and b ¼ 1. (a) without hydrodynamic interactions, (b) with
hydrodynamic interactions.
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View Article Onlinereaches the potential minimum and hence increases the
displacement during the on-state. On the other hand, the local-
ization increases the probability to change to the off-state as soon
as the potential minimum is reached. This keeps the time short
during which the particle is trapped in the potential minimum.
For sufficiently large values of b, the particle will virtually
always drift all the way towards the minimum and immediately
change to the off-state. This optimized ratchet cycle gives the
observed maximum value hvi/vdriftz 0.13 for the mean velocity
in Fig. 2. As expected, this value is still smaller than the deter-
ministic drift velocity vdrift even for highly optimized ratchet
cycles. However, we will show in the subsequent sections that the
ratio hvi/vdrift increases significantly in multi-particle systems and
even surpasses parity for localized transition rates.
3.2. Spatially constant transition rates
Wenow investigatemulti-particle effects on the ratchet dynamics,
in particular the effect of hydrodynamic interactions among the
particles. We consider a ratchet potential with spatially constant
transition rates and compare two scenarioswhere particles change
the ratchet state either simultaneously or individually.
We first present the results when all particles always occupy
the same state. Fig. 3 depicts the rescaled mean velocity hvi/vdrift
as a function of the rescaled transition rate uontdiff for various
particle numbers. With uofftdrift¼ 3.6, the transition rate uoff has
been chosen such that the mean velocity is close to the corre-
sponding maximal value for any value of uon. Panel (a) shows theThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011simulation results when hydrodynamic interactions are neglected
(no HI) while in panel (b) hydrodynamic interactions are
included (with HI). The maximum mean velocity is virtually
unchanged for N ¼ 1, 10, 20 and 30 particles. For N ¼ 40
particles, the maximum mean velocity even drops by a factor of
0.6 compared to the single particle system. Hydrodynamic
interactions hardly influence this behavior. Two effects due to the
fixed sequential order of the particles in the toroidal trap reduce
the mean velocity for large particle numbers. First, single-file
diffusion occurs with sub-diffusional behavior of the mean
square displacement Df2  t1/2, which is most pronounced when
the particle number is large.43 This slows down the spreading of
the particle distribution function during the off-state and
hence the mean velocity is reduced. Second, for large particle
numbers the probability that two or more particles drift towards
the same minimum increases. Since only one particle can occupy
the position at the minimum, the drift of the other particles is
hindered. This decreases the mean velocity not only by reducing
the mean drift length but also by increasing the mean distance to
the neighboring potential minimum.
The system’s response for increasing particle numbers changes
crucially when individual transitions of the particles between the
ratchet states are allowed. For this scenario, Fig. 4 illustrates the
rescaled mean velocity hvi/vdrift as a function of the rescaled tran-
sition rate uontdiff for various particle numbers by a factor of 2.2.Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 3219–3227 | 3223
Fig. 4 Rescaled mean velocity hvi/vdrift as a function of uontdiff when
particles change their ratchet states individually. Simulation results for
different particle numbers N ¼ 1 (solid line), N ¼ 10 (,), N ¼ 20 (B),
N ¼ 30 (O), and N ¼ 40 (P) are plotted. Parameters are uofftdrift ¼ 3.6,
a ¼ 0.1, and b ¼ 1. (a) Without hydrodynamic interactions, (b) with
hydrodynamic interactions.
Fig. 5 The probability density function PðDfÞ for a particle displace-
ment Df at the moment when the particle changes to the on-state
determined from the same simulation data as the graphs of Fig. 4. The
curves belong to particle numbers N ¼ 1 (,), N ¼ 20 (B), and N ¼ 40
(O), and the full line corresponds to the analytic expression of eqn (20)
for a single particle. (a) Without hydrodynamic interactions, (b) with
hydrodynamic interactions.
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View Article OnlinePanel (a) shows the simulation results when hydrodynamic
interactions are neglected. Here, the maximum mean velocity
increases with growing particle number. For N ¼ 40 particles,
hvi/vdrift is larger than the single-particle value. Panel (b) shows the
simulation results when hydrodynamic interactions are included.
In contrast to the system with simultaneous transitions, hydro-
dynamic interactions now lead to a further significant increase of
themean velocity. ForN¼ 40 particles, themean velocity is larger
by a factor of about 4.7 compared to the single-particle velocity.
The following consideration provides a qualitative understanding
of why the mean velocity increases when particles can switch
individually between the on- andoff-state. Particles in the on-state
can push neighboring particles in the off-state due to repulsive
interactions. Since the ratchet effect induces a mean drift clock-
wise along the longer potential slope, particles in the off-state are
more likely pushed clockwise. When hydrodynamic interactions
are included, drifting particles can also pull neighboring particles
along which further enhances the mean velocity.
In order to analyze this mechanism quantitatively, we consider
in Fig. 5 the probability density function PðDfÞ for a particle to
move a distance Df along the circle during off-time. The two
graphs illustrate numerical results for N ¼ 1, 20, and 40 particles
and compare them to the theoretical prediction of eqn (20) for
a single-particle system (full line). In panel (a) hydrodynamic
interactions are not included. For N ¼ 1, simulations give3224 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 3219–3227a symmetric and unbiased probability density PðDfÞ in good
agreement with the theoretical curve. For larger particle numbers
the distribution is shifted towards positive values, i.e., clockwise,
whereby the induced bias increases with the number of particles.
To be concrete, the mean value of the distribution is Df¼ 0.2 deg
for N ¼ 20 particles and Df ¼ 0.51 deg for 40 particles. As
a consequence, the probability for a particle to reach the neigh-
boring potentialminimumduring the off-state andhence themean
velocity increases. Panel (b) shows the results when hydrodynamic
interactions are included in the simulations. The induced bias of
the probability distribution is further enhanced. For N ¼ 20
particles, the mean value of the distribution is Df ¼ 0.46 deg for
N ¼ 20 particles and Df ¼ 1.0 deg for 40 particles. These mean
values are now of the order of the length of the short slope of the
ratchet potential (aLf ¼ 1.8 deg). It is noteworthy that the distri-
bution is not symmetric any longer and the probability of particles
being displaced by more than 5 deg is increased significantly. The
long-range character of hydrodynamic interactions explains the
enhanced bias of the distribution. A drifting particle not only
pushes diffusing particles without being in direct contact but also
pulls diffusing particles. Both mechanisms lead eventually to the
observed increase of the mean velocities. In other words, the
hydrodynamic coupling enhances the induced bias in diffusion.This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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View Article OnlineWe want to stress that this induced bias does not occur when
all particles change their ratchet states simultaneously since then
drifting particles cannot influence the diffusion of particles in the
off-state. Individual transitions between the ratchet states are
therefore a crucial requirement for the ratchet effect being
enhanced by hydrodynamic coupling.3.3. Localized transition rates
In this section we demonstrate that hydrodynamic interactions in
combination with a localized transition rate u^off(f) initiate the
formation of transient particle clusters that move at high veloc-
ities. The underlying mechanism goes beyond the previously
discussed induced bias in the diffusional off-state. Of course, the
model is only realizable when the transitions between the on- and
off-state occur individually for each particle. The transition rate
from the on- to the off-state is uoffb when the particle reaches
a potential minimum and uoff/b otherwise.
Fig. 6 shows the velocity hvi in units of both vdrift and the one-
particle value hviN¼1 as a function of the particle numberN when
hydrodynamic interactions are included as well as neglected. For
the localization parameter b ¼ 100, uontdiff ¼ 4.5, and
uofftdrift¼ 3.6 the ratchet operates close to its maximum velocity.
In both cases, the mean velocity increases with the particle
number N. For 40 particles, the mean velocity is larger by
a factor of 4.4 than the one-particle value when hydrodynamic
interactions are neglected; in the presence of hydrodynamic
interactions the factor assumes 10.3. It is remarkable that the
mean velocity for N $ 30 even surpasses the deterministic drift
velocity vdrift when hydrodynamic interactions are included. In
other words, the particles in the ratchet potential move faster
than a single particle would travel that is driven by a constant
force exerted by the longer slope of the ratchet potential. It is
known that particles under the influence of a constant force in
a toroidal trap move faster than a single particle due to reduced
hydrodynamic drag.36 In the following we discuss how clusters of
particles in a ratchet potential can partially benefit from such
a drag reduction and eventually surpass the velocity vdrift.Fig. 6 Mean velocity hvi in units of vdrift (left ordinate) and hviN¼1 (right
ordinate) as a function of particle number N. The parameters are
uontdiff ¼ 4.5, uofftdrift ¼ 3.6, a ¼ 0.1, and b ¼ 100. The symbols refer to
simulation results including (B) and without (,) hydrodynamic inter-
actions, respectively.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011In order to reveal the underlying mechanism, we consider the
example trajectories in Fig. 7 for a system with N ¼ 20 particles.
One set of trajectories is based on simulations including hydro-
dynamic interactions (HI); they have been neglected in the other
set. The close-up of the trajectories in panel (b) (with HI) features
strong variations in the particle density. In other words, clusters
of particles with short distances occur spontaneously in the
circular trap. These clusters travel with remarkably high veloci-
ties before they dissolve. The number of particles in such
a transient cluster is not fixed. Rather, new particles join the
cluster from the front and others are left behind at the rear end.
When hydrodynamic interactions are neglected, as in panel (c),
the spontaneous formation of transient clusters is not visible.
For a pair of particles, we explain in Fig. 8 how hydrodynamic
interactions induce the formation of transient clusters which are
then able to move with high velocities. We denote the particle in
front with A and assume that it is located at the minimum of the
ratchet potential where it has just switched into the off-state
(grey). The second particle B is in the on-state (black) and drifts
towards the minimum. It reaches the minimum without changing
the state, due to the localization of u^off, and pushes particle A
forward beyond the location of the potential barrier. Note that
particle A needs to be in the off-state for this step. When particle
B reaches the minimum, it immediately changes to the off-state.
Ultimately, particle A assumes the on-state and drifts towards
the next minimum. While doing so, it uses hydrodynamic inter-
actions to pull particle B beyond the location of the potentialFig. 7 (a) Particle trajectories f(t) of N ¼ 20 particles in the toroidal
trap. The upper and lower set of trajectories refer to simulations where
hydrodynamic interactions (HI) are included or neglected, respectively.
The parameters are a ¼ 0.1, b ¼ 100, uontdiff ¼ 4.5, and uofftdrift ¼ 3.6.
The boxes indicate close-ups of the trajectories in panels (b) and (c).
Examples of the run-walk cycle with duration Trw and the drift-wait cycle
with duration Tdw are indicated in (b) and (c), respectively.
Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 3219–3227 | 3225
Fig. 8 Transient cluster formation of a pair of particles using hydro-
dynamic interactions. The front and rear particles are labeled A and B,
respectively. The colors of the particles indicate the on-state (black) and
the off-state (grey) in the ratchet cycle. The arrows show the drift
direction in the ratchet potential and the grey arcs symbolize hydrody-
namic interactions between the particles. The picture is explained in detail
in the main text.
Fig. 9 Velocity auto-correlation functions c(s) as a function of the
rescaled time difference s/tdrift. Solid and dotted lines refer to data where
hydrodynamic interactions (HI) are included or neglected, respectively.
The mean periods hTdwi and hTrwi of the drift-wait and run-walk cycles
are indicated in units of tdrift.
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View Article Onlinebarrier. When particle A arrives at the next minimum and when
particle B changes to the on-state, the initial configuration is
reached; the cluster has moved one spatial period. Without
hydrodynamic interactions this sequence is interrupted, as the
leading particle A is not able to pull B while drifting into the next
minimum and the cluster breaks up.
The motional pattern just described resembles the caterpillar-
like motion that has been observed for colloidal particles in tilted
sawtooth potentials.37 The latter describes a fully deterministic
pattern only disturbed by Brownian motion whereas the motion
of the transient clusters has intrinsic stochastic elements: diffu-
sion during the off-state and stochastic transition to the on-state.
This stochastic character is the major difference to the caterpillar
dynamics in ref. 37. The cluster dynamics has been demonstrated
for a pair of particles. The presence of additional particles
stabilizes the cluster since several pushing particles at the rear end
and pulling particles at the front increase the probability that the
cycle illustrated in Fig. 8 repeats itself.
Particles travelling in the observed clusters perform repetitive
drift-wait cycles: they drift in the on-state to the next minimum,
and subsequently wait until they are either pushed or pulled into
the neighboring period by a front or rear particle, respectively.
Note that the waiting period might last multiple ratchet cycles, as
the particle might fail to reach the next period during off-time. In
addition to this short-period drift-wait cycle, particles perform
long-period run-walk cycles, where they run with high velocity as
part of a cluster until they are left behind. Then, they walk as
single particles with velocities lower than the overall mean
velocity, until they join another cluster. When hydrodynamic
interactions are neglected, the characteristic cluster formation
does not occur but particles still perform drift-wait cycles.
However, the waiting period now takes longer, since particles can
reach the next period either by diffusion or by being pushed by
a rear particle but not by hydrodynamic pulling. In Fig. 7 (b) and3226 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 3219–3227(c), examples for run-walk and drift-wait cycle are indicated,
respectively. When hydrodynamic interactions are included, as in
panel (b), the drift-wait cycles are too short to be properly
visualized in the same figure.
In order to analyze the cycles just discussed quantitatively we
use the velocity auto-correlation function c(s) defined in eqn (15).
If the deviation Dvi(t) ¼ vi(t)hvi of the particle velocity vi(t)
from the mean value hvi is strictly periodic in time, the oscilla-
tions are reproduced by c(s). However, due to the stochastic
motion of the particles, c(s) will tend to zero for large time
differences s. Fig. 9 depicts the velocity auto-correlation function
c(s) based on simulations withN¼ 20 particles. If hydrodynamic
interactions are included, the correlation data indeed features
two superimposed, damped oscillations with different periods.
The period of the fast oscillation corresponds to the mean period
of the drift-wait cycle hTdwi, whereas the slow oscillation refers to
the run-walk cycle with its mean period hTrwi. From the corre-
lation data, we find the values hTrwi ¼ 28.6tdrift and hTdwi ¼
1.15tdrift, respectively. Note that hTrwi is close to the value of one
realization of the run-walk cycle illustrated in Fig. 7 (b). We also
realize that hTdwi is smaller than the sum of drift time and mean
off-time tdrift+htioff¼ 1.27tdrift. Since htioff is fixed this shows that
the actual drift time hTdwihtioff ¼ 0.88tdrift is, on average,
smaller than the single-particle drift time tdrift due to the reduced
hydrodynamic drag in the cluster. In estimating the actual drift
time, we already assumed that virtually all particles proceed to
the neighboring potential minimum in one ratchet cycle while
travelling in the cluster.
When hydrodynamic interactions are not included, the corre-
lation data in Fig. 9 features only one oscillation that corre-
sponds to the drift-wait cycle. Its mean period is hTdwi ¼ 2.75tdrift
which is significantly larger than the value reported in the
previous paragraph when hydrodynamic interactions are taken
into account. The main reason is that hydrodynamic pulling is
absent which decreases the probability for a particle to proceed
to the next period during off-time. Assuming that particles drift
with the single-particle velocity, the average number of off-times
per drift-wait cycle is (hTdwitdrift)/htioff ¼ 6.5. The particlesThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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View Article Onlineneed, on average, more than six ratchet cycles to reach the
neighboring potential minimum. In this estimate, we have
neglected the short on-times where the particles drift back to the
minimum on the short slope since they have failed to pass the
potential barrier during off-time.
4. Conclusions
In this article, we presented a thorough investigation of how
hydrodynamic interactions among Brownian particles influence
the performance of fluctuating thermal ratchets. In particular, we
demonstrated that hydrodynamic interactions can significantly
increase the particles’ mean velocity. However, this is only
possible when the particles change their ratchet states individu-
ally rather than simultaneously. Only then can drifting particles
in the on-state act on neighboring particles in the off-state and
add drift motion to their diffusional spreading. If in addition the
transition rate from the on- to the off-state is localized at the
minima of the ratchet potential, hydrodynamic interactions
induce the formation of characteristic transient clusters. They
travel with remarkably high velocities due to the reduction of the
friction coefficient per particle in such a linear cluster.
Localized transition rates in ratchet systems are discussed in
the context of modeling molecular motors.44–46 On the other
hand, recent theoretical work based on an extended ASEP model
addressed the traffic of kinesin proteins along microtubulin
complexes and showed that hydrodynamic interactions increase
the mean velocity of the motor proteins and even cause cyto-
plasmic streaming.38 Based on these works, Malgaretti and
Pagonabarraga have also initiated work that studies the hydro-
dynamic coupling of molecular motors.47 Similar to us, they also
observe a strong increase in the mean velocity with the number of
motors. Localized transition rates may also arise in molecular
realizations of Brownian ratchets,48,49where individual molecules
can be switched in to a potential-responsive state by random
chemical events.
An early realization of a Brownian ratchet with colloidal
particles uses circling optical tweezers, the intensity of which is
modulated in order to create the sawtooth potential.8 Realizing,
in particular, a localized transition rate would require some
feedback mechanism that monitors the particle position and
switches off the sawtooth potential when a single particle reaches
a minimum. A different feedback algorithm for particles whose
states are switched collectively has already been demonstrated in
the optical tweezer system.11 It remains a challenge to experi-
mentalists to construct the fluctuating ratchet where the particles
change their states individually. In particular, when particles are
close together this may cause difficulties.
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